
Ambit Energy Expands Into Rhode Island, Delaware
Retail energy provider now represented in 11 states across America

DALLAS, TX – November 5, 2013 – Ambit Energy, a leading retail energy provider of electricity and natural gas in deregulated 

states across the country, announced its expansion into Delaware and Rhode Island, as well as the expansion of its natural gas 

services into PECO territory for Pennsylvania residents. The company began accepting customer enrollments in these markets 

on October 30, 2013.AmbitCast 2012 was seen live by more than 8,500 Ambit Energy Independent Consultants and featured 

guest speaker Darren Hardy, renowned author and Publisher of SUCCESS Magazine.

Adding new markets in Delaware, Rhode Island and Pennsylvania allows Ambit Energy to expand its service offering to nearly 1.5 

million potential new customers.

“We have always had a goal to be the finest, most respected retail energy provider in America and are excited to see the growth of 

Ambit Energy in new states,” said Jere Thompson, Jr., Co-founder and CEO for Ambit Energy. “With the support of our thousands 

of dedicated Consultants, the success of Ambit Energy will continue to shine into 2014 and beyond.”

Surpassing $1 billion in revenue and 1 million residential customers1 in just seven years, Ambit Energy expanded into 11 new mar-

kets in 2013, giving the company representation in 11 states across America.

For information about Ambit Energy’s rates and services, or about the opportunity to join the Ambit Energy team, visit www.am-

bitenergy.com or call (877) 28-AMBIT.

1 94% of Ambit Energy’s customers are residential. For purposes of counting total customers, the company converts small business custom-

ers to a residential customer equivalent (RCE) based upon their actual usage compared to an average Ambit residential customer from the 

same geographic area.  

TWEET IT: @AmbitEnergy expands into Delaware and Rhode Island, adds natural gas services in Pennsylvania’s PECO territory 

#Energy #Deregulation 

About Ambit Energy

Ambit Energy provides electricity and natural gas services in deregulated markets across the United States, primarily marketed 

through a direct sales channel of more than 250,000 Independent Consultants. Named the fastest growing private company in 

the country for 2010 by Inc. Magazine, Ambit Energy is focused on being the finest and most-respected retail energy provider in 

America, offering cost-effective choices for today’s energy consumer. For more information on Ambit Energy’s customer-focused 

service and competitive rates, or to join the Ambit Energy team, visit www.AmbitEnergy.com or call (877) 282-6248.
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